
“This book will change you, IF you let it! Karl is a disruptor. His 
concepts will challenge you, stories will move you and models will 
guide you, IF you let them! Your work and your personal life will be 
expanded and enhanced, IF you let them be!” 
– Jack Hollis, EVP of Toyota North America and President of Toyota USA

There is a crisis of leadership in our world. And when leaders don’t lead well, everyone in 
their sphere of influence suffers the consequences (including themselves). Teams who could 
be collaborating toward their greatest achievements are burning out. Individuals who could 
be living into their fullest selves are putting on masks and an array of defences to navigate the 
shrapnel of their vocational lives. 

All organizations seek growth, but very few sustain it, because they go about it the wrong way. 
Growth comes from health, not the other way around. The trickle down is this: healthy leaders 
lead to healthy cultures which lead to thriving teams which lead to organizational growth. 
Done well, it’s not a trickle at all, but bonafide rushing water that cannot be stopped.   

Healthy leaders lead from a deeper place – a place that is True, Brave, Kind and Curious; a 
place nearly unnavigated in this fast-paced and distracted day – the soul. 

Karl Martin invites you to lean into Soul Leadership by entering four distinct spaces, which you 
can find daily. The Cave, where you start your day in the quest of the True; the Road, where 
you commit to purpose through the way of the Brave; the Table where you gather people and 
facilitate the art of the Kind; and end your day by the Fire, processing your day in pursuit of the 
Curious. When you understand that the work is not the project, but you are the project, then 
you can commit to this daily rhythm in a way that will transform your organization – starting 
with you.

With practical ideas for living with integrity while transforming into your most intentional 
leadership self, Karl amuses as much as he delivers with the sharpness of a straight shooter, 
incisively naming the truths we all need to hear if we are to live in a way that is truly life-giving, 
for ourselves and others.

Author 

Karl Martin is the Founder and CEO of Arable, a Leadership house that coaches top-tier 
leaders, specializing in cultural health. He has 25 years of experience in leading teams to new 
levels of growth and coaching individuals to break through personal obstacles. He is passionate 
about growing healthy people and developing thriving organisations, dividing his time between 
his home in Scotland and the U.S. He is married to Niki and they have four grown daughters.

Key Selling Points 
• Ancient and fresh wisdom researched and contextualized for modern times

• Presented in a digestible, memorable framework with actionable ideas and space for notes

• No recycling of surface-level leadership tropes – this book goes levels deeper

• Includes many models, hand-drawn diagrams and prompts for maximum engagement

• Conversational writing; a wise mentor simplifying complex ideas

• Personal and historical experiences of leading and leadership coaching inform the writing

• Endorsed by Linda Yaccarinno (CEO of X) and Jack Hollis (EVP, Toyota North America)

Readership
• Executives, emerging leaders, and all aspiring leaders (corporate, non-profit, political spaces)

• Entrepreneurs working to clarify their vision and grow in a healthy way

• All students of leadership
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